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Abstract
Change of the society begins with change and transformation of humankind. Human beings change is due to their educations in all respects of social customs, etiquette, organizational skills, and customs of ethical and occupational. Different ideas about the way to change people's opinion returns back to human beings' notions. However, some believes that imbalance of forces in various classes of the society is the reason for revolutions and changes in. If a notion is rejected then its tradition will collapse and tradition-breaking starts. Because notion connects values to nature of objects and value them and this credited value is known as reality for human beings. Transformation starts when those notions that convert customs and habits to tradition, and then to institution start to change. Combination of old and new notions appears a synthesis of notion and in the next step, the synthesis works as thesis and reappearance of antithesis ends to revolutions and evolution of the societies.

General rules of being are not specific to a particular science. Further, social pressures, evolutions and revolutions comply with the laws of mechanics. Mechanical laws are highly adaptable to bring the forces and pressures into individual and social changes analysis. As empirical scientist discovered and described the mathematical rules of physical laws to analyze and study the physical and chemical phenomena; it is time to place that psychologists as well as social scientists discover the mathematical expressive rules within individual and interpersonal behavioral realms.

Islam proposes the most important theory of social changes and evolution toward ethical promotion, and principally, though considers class differences and conflicts regarding the issues of interest, wealth and materialism, but enlightens people that all these affairs are just credited and should not be emphasizes more than necessary.

Birth of a human being is birth of a thinking force that regarding the average intelligence and norms condition of human society, can solve his problems, and among the born based on the probability distribution functions some are with very high IQs who can initiate large changes in larger societies. Instead of inhibiting population growth, raise a population reform agenda. Therefore, considers special rules dealing with male-female relationships and marriage.
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Transformation and Change
Generally, changes in society is a result of changes of individuals Therefore, the development of organizations is a result of individuals' changes as a logical inference. This rule is based on the following verses that says: "God does not change something of the people until the people themselves change it". Stated elsewhere: "The gift that God has given to the community, does not change until the people transform themselves." Changes in community and in organization are achievable from changes in human beings of that community or organization. In other words, this approach is in contrast to many other views that assume the man as a part of a machine of administrative and industrial organization. From this point of view, training views in Islamic mysticism would be a way to promote an organization. Because, human development is due to social mores, customs, organizational, ethical, academic skills and work habits pedagogies.

To transmogrify a community, changes should be created in members of organization firstly;
afterwards, the tools, workflows and ways of working are to be changed. Evolution of human social behaviors methods are proposed in various ways in human resource management. Individual and group training are of the most important well-known educational methods to change organization members. In this direction, transformation of tantamount people and encouraging them to change themselves is more efficient way than using pressure and obligation; because, people's willingness to change in a group is more than their individual willingness, moreover, the evolution of tantamount group coordinates the acceptance of workflow easier to members, and would lead to competition among individual predisposition to change.

There are various theories about social evolution that all of them refer to human notion. In Marxist school, social evolution is a subject of increasing exploitation in industrial societies. Marxism-Leninism adjusts this view and includes the immature industrial society's susceptibility for change. Trotskyism expands the idea that by various informing methods, proletarian revolution is occurred faster. Instead, Neo-Marxism believes that capitalism postpones labor revolution by giving enfranchisement to workers and increasing their welfares. Maoism considers these changes in peasant communities, and does not necessitate industrialization for proletarian revolution. All these are actually in contradiction to whose believe the source of great developments is due to emergence of great humans. Example of this very belief is referred to the Prophet (PBUH) that construction, evolution, and creation is always done by great men. Max Weber⁴ by considering successful social movements develops the cited idea and proposes the theory of charismatic authority in contrast to forms of traditional authority and legal authority. He attempts to prove that the social changes are continuous streams that try to transform traditional legitimacy into legal legitimacy. Many authors believe that the revolution and social upheaval is a cause of force imbalances of different social classes. Some others consider foreign factor interference in world evolutions and revolutions.⁵ Some others contrarily asserts that social changes result from endeavors to release from foreigners pressures.

In Bostan-o-Syahah, in the part of Sheikh Abul-Futuh's biography it is cited that he (Abul-Futuh) said⁶: "... The man has three stages in his life. First is development and prosperity, Second is conscious state without excess and deficiency in the body and the Third is the decline and fall. The same things exist for government and monarchy. Similar to every person that from the birth to the time of youth needs a preceptor and chief; knowledgeable, resourceful, zeal and able head and deputies are also necessary for emerging government. As any individual minds his livelihood, the same should be as government policies. The king and government are obliged to do in justice and charity to conduct the hearts to faith cause development and gaining properties, enriching treasury, increasing people and administrating the country affairs. As human being grows and develops daily, weekly and monthly, the government also grows regularly from emergence, by struggles of the king and resourceful efforts of skillful ministers and bravery of commanders-in-chief until the limit of stoppage. Man when reaches the rank of perfection stays in that stage for a time and there is no growth in his body afterward. The same occurs for government. The government stays in one position for a period and forgets about rede of sovereign, conquest, good deal and heart attraction; and leave over the power of enemies and education of friends and considering peasants and figures. According to the narration of:⁷ "the best affairs are their averages"; every king who follows justice, mercy and compassion to public in accordance with the verse⁸ "While that which is for the good of mankind remains on the earth", God makes him successful, prolongs his life, keeps his country full of blessing, huffs his enemies and makes his servitudes happy. Every country and servitude, whose natures be such, will be included in divine attentions. When every human reaches to the border of decadence, his function of powers and sense of attentions degenerates, and aging and weak prevail upon him. The same is for government when its servitudes and supporters also be reduced will
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transform to the situation of degeneracy and weakness and fatigue goes over its glory. Similar to humankind that his strength, inward and outward powers decline due to lowering the natural heat of his body, he will observe aging and incomplete food absorbing and the whole body goes toward degeneracy. It is the same for government because of decline in the quality of ministers, councils, deputies, trustees and their opinions shortages and malpractices and increase of their greed end to plurality of opinions and causes disorderliness in behaviors of rulers and military degeneracy is appeared in government similar to human attentions decline. As the white hair of man is the symptom of decline; decline of monarchy and government is demonstrated by ornament and adornment on clothing, housing, concubines etc. and the properties that should be expended to necessary state and country planning and conduct are consumed in clothing and botchery furniture, pleasure and joy. This is a strong sign of weakness of government and monarchy that has been frequently observed. The chronicles books show that: when governments and monarchies pass the stage of stoppage their companions start to adorn, pleasure and fun, and forget to conduct people, justice and development, and loose the country and law; and ministers and governors extend their circle of credits and forget the expediency of government, and the servants and attendants get housing and clothing as rulers and lords, and comfort of body and welfare become their target and slogan, and open the chapters of pleasure and negligence on their lives. At this time, government neglects the condition of people and conquer of enemies, because anyone who accustomed to lounge on the desire and prefers stay to travel, and accommodation to move -since the inconvenience and hardship are in travels but no pleasure and comfort- then stops from country conduct. Whenever the spies inform bad news about the borders and threats, would carry them to slander, false and unfounded and disinterested words. This comfortable and negligence decline and extinct the kingdom. Though the verse of: 9 "There is a booked time for any affair" implies that there is a limit for any conduct and there is an end for any start; but according to the verse: 10 "God will annihilates what He wants and corroborate what He wants", indicates that suspended time also exists. It is not necessary that government degeneration to be taken place during the course of decline. Because, the human being in the third stage stays at the being of decline, and if he had not prepared his body for aged time naturally, or eat murderer poison will die even he is at the growth stage. This is the same for government and as it has been observed in past states that when the rulers and governors have not deed according to justice and law and left civil and political conducts of country preposterous, and turned to oppression and forcible way of governing and rode the dun of vellacity and cruelty; so then fractured elements of government and the government collapsed before the time. But every human being that grows his body under prescriptions of proficient physician and good policy, of course he will age naturally. The same is true for government. If any government during or before the beginning of decline takes good policy of governors and rules then will prolong. Conclusively, the condition for survival and persistence of government is politic. Politic is either based on wisdom, which is called practical theosophy and all its elements comes from political science; or is based on Sharia. Whenever the politic is based on Sharia, and government does as its conditions will not need practical theosophy. Accordingly, many famous kings and powerful sultans that were Muslim took the religious policy. Any kingdom that did not exceed and oppress the religious policy often was successful. The ruthless and fearless bloodthirsty kings that did not mind the religious politics and followed vellacity, their dominations have been beaten by evidence of divine fervor God and become 11 "Loser of world and hereafter". The survival of government of atheists is due to their reason-based politics; moreover, their attentions to politics are extremely high. It has been narrated: 12 "government prolongs with infidelity but not survive with oppression". Conclusively, any incompatible act with Sharia and reason is obliged to decline and extinction of the government. …"
In summing up different theories of social changes, MacIver\textsuperscript{13} concludes that the major reason for revolutions in communities is due to changing authoritative notion. He believes that if a notion were rejected then the traditions associated with it disappear and breaking tradition starts; because the notions relate the values to the nature of objects and give those values and these credited values are worth as reality for humankind. He believes that reality is just human thought and behavior. However, notions bring credits and validate any phenomenon; and when the notion, which transforms the custom and habit to tradition starts to change, the society transformation starts. On the other words, the peoples’ approach to the problems around them changes. Combining his idea with Hegel’s dialectic process depicts the evolution of the society based on the thesis of old notion and antithesis of the new notion and emergence of new synthesis and re-acting of the latter synthesis as a new thesis and reappearance of new antithesis. This process depicts both revolution and evolution of the societies.

In connection with these changes, under the title of the tide of states His Excellency Sultan Hussein Tabandeh the Master of Gonabadi Sufi Order writes:\textsuperscript{14} "for any state, governments and organization there is tide as forms of promotion and decline. The tides are of two types: one is normal and natural, and the other is accidental. Natural tide is like as youth, senility and different stages of individual's life; and as there are stages of childhood, youth and aging for anybody, there are similar stages for governments. The government begins the stage of progress and perfection and goes toward freshness and succulent until it reaches the height of prosperity and glory that is worthy for it, and stays for a period in this stage, then starts to weaken and wilting, and finally dies. Reviewing the chronicles and observations shows that it is a definitive extinction. These differences are innate, and are built upon transformational nature and revolutions of the universe; however the reasons for this difference is appeared, though the major cause is the God's will and His predestination, but predestination also is based on policy; and the incompetence of rulers is a unique strong factor for this change. Until the wisely of the reign and conduction policy and popularity are in plethora, the predestination also is based on policy; and the incompetence of rulers is a unique strong factor for this change. Until the wisely of the reign and conduction policy and popularity are in plethora, the monarchy grows, and when these decline the kingdom goes to degeneracy and extinction. Accidental tide is similar to health and disease, and fat and atrophy in humankind. These states in every age stage, sometimes is weak and then recovers to strength, and in the time of elderly age re-development of health and fat may appear but returns to his place, and due to poor posture will die soon. The same exists in life of states and can be found in every state and it has been observed that the grandeur and perfection of state suddenly go toward weak and wilting and revolution occurs but because of good policy of ruler disappears soon. …"

This phenomenon is observed not only in government but also in religions. Relating to the tide of religions His Excellency Sultan Hussein Tabandeh writes:\textsuperscript{15} "The tide is not only special to formal organizations and monarchies, but it also exist for religious organizations. Bad policy of political leader of any religion causes the tide, and the admittance and dis-admittance of followers and situation of the time and revolution completely affect the subject. At the beginning of appearance of real religion\textsuperscript{16} up to the end of the life of the legislator person and divine lawyer who is divine representative, the attentiveness of the followers and their encourages to obey the orders of their obeyed, and also their enthusiasm and endeavors in doing the commands and also prevalence of the religion cause progress and greatness of that religion, and their dependences on the religion develop and transcendent it.\textsuperscript{17} After the death of the legislator and lawyer, the enthusiasm declines gradually and attentiveness of the followers degenerates due to entrance of illegible and non-native persons and interferences in religious affairs the unity and confederacy decrease. Therefore weakness in formal progression occurs and then after a time a political or religious leader advents and arises and that religion grows and the initial weakness transforms to maturing; until the senescence of that religion is reached and natural weakness appears in it – that is its commandments and laws would not be appropriate for the conditions of that time. At this time, the religion abrogates by a divine
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representative of God who appears and is graceful to regenerate the souls and bodies of people, and eligible to invite and legislation; and the sovereign of previous religion goes to extinction and new religion is substituted. . . ."

Adaptation of social processes to the laws of physics is an open discussable topic. His Excellency NourAli Tabandeh the Master of Gonabadi Sufi Order expresses that: the sciences consider their regarded realms because of manifestation of the general rules of universe; and the general rules of existence are not special to a specific science. Connecting this discussion, social pressures, upheavals and revolutions phenomena can be easily adapted to some of the laws of solid mechanics. Topics, such as mechanical engineering design and fatigue theory in solid mechanics can be adapted to express social failures and breakdowns. In the theory of fatigue, for example, if we stretch a rod from both sides to cut, we need to spend much force, but if we simply severally bend the rod and straighten it, it will break easily. This phenomenon is very important in design of objects and elements, because if we force into object alternatively in different directions, a type of rupture is observed in molecules of the object, but if we enforce straightforwardly, this rupture will not happen. The same phenomenon is also observable in humans and societies, alternating pressures can lead to personal and social transformations and disruption as well. Defining the forces that are classified in social science under the heading of social pressures needs separate heading and book, but here we just refer to some factors that cause movement. Movement in terms of physical definition of "work" dampens transformation. These forces can also even be forces of will as Maulavi says: "Your mind goes somewhere; afterward it will take you there". That is the force of mind and motivation is the factor of move and work. In physics, work is defined as multiplication of amount of force by distance of movement. Inverse of this equation calculates the power of mind and will. That is the power of mind is equal to the work done in unit of movement. In this connection, we may adapt stress analysis in material strength to the issue of individuals or social changes. In stress analysis in solid mechanics, it has been proved that the amount of stress (which is equal to the force per unit area) in different values, has particular strains on the object. For example, if a rod is stretched from both sides, its length changes at different values of forces differently. If we define the stress as force on unit area, and strains as average changes of rod length due to enforcing stress; then in different stresses we observe different strains. From zero to a certain amount of stress, the strain behavior is the same as rubber band and is called elastic behavior and usually this behavior is linear and proportional. That is by increasing stress, the strains will proportionately increase. In elastic domain, when we cut the force (stretching) the rod length returns back to its first state. Forcing more than this, take the strain behavior of the rod to plastic domain. That is if we cut the force the length of the rod will not return to its initial state. At the end of plastic domain, there is the point of yield. At the point of yield, a particular molecular dissociation is found in the object that if we increase the amount of stress, the length of rod will increase up to cut the rod. This point is named failure point. Only in elastic domain, the behavior is linear, but in the other domains of stress, the strain behavior is nonlinear and is a function of physical properties of solid object.

The cited mechanical rules are highly adaptable to infliction of forces and pressures to cause individual and social changes. The humankind both individually and socially deform proportionally to applied forces when they are in elastic domain, and when force and pressure (stress) is cut they return to their former state. However, if the inflicted pressure is more and beyond elastic domain, they will permanently change their behavior; that is they will have a plastic strain functioning. In this context, the behavior is nonlinear and is in accordance with the mental and physical characters of individual and community. Infliction of more amount of forces brings them to failure point, and more forces will take the individual or society to dissociation and rupture.

Surely as experimental scientists observed physical and chemical phenomena, and discovered and expressed these rules mathematically; sociologists and psychologists can also discover and express similar rules mathematically in the realm of personal and social issues. Obviously, in humanities, these laws are not attainable as simple as experimental sciences, but the steps would be taken due to the acquired developments in humanities.
Islamic approach about the subject perspectives social transformation bases before all most recent theories. Islam presents the most important developments in the theory of evolution towards ethics; albeit considers classes’ conflicts and interests, wealth and worldly subjects. It tries to aware the people that all of the mentioned subjects are credited subjects and should not be emphasized more than necessary. The Honorable Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) said: "I have been sent to fulfil the ethic comportment". That is the prophets have not been sent to gain power and fame; and the goal of their missions is ethical transcendence that is higher than materialistic issues.

According to a general rule in Qur’an: "Allah does not change the destiny of any nation unless the people change themselves". That is for transforming the society and pushing it to transcendence, all individual viewpoints of people should be changed; and when the number of changed people increases, the transformations occur one after another. On the other hand, if we could to push the people minds toward thinking, then the whole society would promote. This is why all divine prophets, saints and guardians always enlighten. There are many verses in Qur’an that invites people to think about the world in different ways. Says: "Do you not look at the sky above them? How we have made it and adorned it, and there are no flaws in it? And the earth we have spread it out, and set thereon mountains standing firm, and produced therein every kind of beautiful growth to be observed and commemorated by every devotee turning to Allah. And we send down from the sky rain charted with blessing, and we produce therewith gardens and grain for harvests. And tall and stately palm-trees, with shoots of fruit-stalks, piled one over another. As sustenance for the servants; and we give life therewith to land that is dead." This method as Maclver cites is change of notions that initiates social changes.

On the other side, charisma is one of the major issues in education that can be seen in religion. In righteous religions, it is always observed that the followers with excessive interest and love obey their guide who is prophet, saint or divine guardian. Principally, follower's feelings about the appointed great men of God on earth is a charismatic phenomenon. This phenomenon also is observable in lower levels of religion in form of imitation. Imitation means to put the collar of appointed great men of God on earth is a charismatic phenomenon. This phenomenon also is observable in lower levels of religion in form of imitation. Imitation means to put the collar of the jurisprudent of the Prophet’s descendant on the neck of heart. In other words, imitation of someone is a type of charismatic following of a person who is eligible to be followed (imitated) due to the permission of the infallible (AS). In this connection, permission is the essential condition to be imitated and nothing else such as knowledge, literacy or social, political or religious condition to be imitated and nothing else such as knowledge, literacy or social, political or religious positions. Principally, the educational and following method that Islam and all other righteous religions command to the followers is a charismatic obedience. Quran says: "If you love Allah follow me (the Prophet) till Allah will love you."

Course of change is a period of transition from one social-political-cultural style to another style, which usually is accompanied with disorder or even chaos revolution. Management of this course is one of the important political and legal policies that a lot depends on the perspicacity and intelligence of the leaders of the society during transition. Certainly alleviation and dampening social emotions, preventing foreign interference or domestic influents, facilitating livelihood of people, delaying structural reforms, preventing violence of extremists and personal wreaking, preventing tense collision with previous officials, preventing extreme and premature changes in property rights and . . . all are means of facilitating the transition of one regime to another. The story of
Mecca is very informative in this regard. Holy Quran says: "If two parties among the believers fall into a quarrel, make ye peace between them: but if one of them transgresses beyond bounds against the other, then fight ye (all) against the one that transgresses until it complies with the command of Allah; but if it complies, then make peace between them with justice, and be faire: for Allah loves those who are fair (and just). The believers are but a single brotherhood: so make peace and reconciliation between your two (contending) brothers; and fear Allah, that ye may receive mercy."

Breeding population

Malthusian views and simulations of Club of Rome based on system dynamic models through generalization of past trends suffer from basic misspecification problems in model building. Statistical methods used for prediction in econometrics, biometrics, sociometric, envirometrics, criminometric, technometrics and other similar sciences as demography and others in topic of estimation theory, suffer from a type of error named as specification error. This error actually is generated by model-builder due to his insufficient knowledge and comprehension about the hidden facts of the phenomenon. When he builds the mathematical-statistical model by ignoring the hidden facts; the results can be biased and variances of estimators get large. When this error is a matter, the prediction results cannot rightly express the truth and forecast the future events even though the statistics showed good model fit to historical data. Moreover, confidence interval for the far values from the mean widens. As a result, statistical confidence for the long-term and very long-term forecasts are so wide that there will be no confidence in the results. The subjects is widespread and we refrain from mentioning it here.

Views of Malthus and the Club of Rome and calculations and predictions of the latter and similar forecasts often suffer from the above-mentioned objections and technical and analytical evaluations of their mathematical models brings out the shortages. The basic subject that these modes of thought forgot and ignored is the subject of mind creation by human being birth. Each human birth is a birth of a mind power that can solve his problems regarding an average intelligence of human beings and normal condition of society. Among them (the born) based on probability distribution functions, some percentages of people have high IQs and can also bring major changes to larger communities. For example, based on normal probability distribution function, 90% of human beings have average IQ plus and minus one standard deviation from the mean IQ. And 4% of human beings have high IQ (from average IQ plus one standard deviation to average IQ plus two standard deviations). Moreover, 1% of the people have great IQ (greater IQs than average IQ plus two standard deviations).

Human visions and visionaries of the millenniums have focused on this conclusion that knowledge is the just instrument to solve the human beings' problems and reaching humanities and utopia. Plato proposes his ideal state based on the idea that "virtue is in knowledge". He believes that realization of utopia emanates from knowledge development. He believes that the absolute good comes from knowledge; although this proposition is not perfect, but it is true. The word virtue in Plato's words means cleanness, which freshens and spiritualizes the society. Quran expresses this proposition in more perfect words that knowledge emanates from virtue and says: "Do pious then God will teach you knowledge". However, in interaction between virtue and knowledge it should be said that knowledge is the base of human erudition and ultimately human societies. That is utopia is built on the base of knowledge. Every human birth is a birth of a new thinking power. If we multiply the average amount of thinking power of human beings by the number of people, the amount of thinking power of the society is estimated. It is said that progresses in recent decades have been dozens of times over the last centuries. This statement is true because thinkers (born) has been increased dozens of times. If each unit of thinking has a unit ability of scientific development, surely current 7 billion people are able to produce 7 billion units of science. If within twenty-some years the
population will double, science production capacity will be doubled to 14 billion as well. If population growth were controlled, in the same twenty-some years, the 7 billion people would live and the production of science will be 7 billion units. That is if human population growth were low, the progresses would occur in far years in future, but if the population growth increases, promotion of development will happen sooner since more knowledge would be produced.

The above discussions are regardless of the debates of economies of scale and economic externalities of science production. Economies of scale points to the fact that when production capacity increases productivity will increase more. Externality implies that producers benefits from the other producers production increases. If we add these two factors to the subject of production of science, we will find that the very issue of production of science is not just a linear proportional function of human birth; and is exponential. Economically, production function of science is a homogenous function with the greater than one degree, or it has increasing return to scale. This means that if we increase the factors of science production with a fixed ratio, the amount of produced science will be more than the cited ratio. Therefore, it must be said that, scientific promotion of human community is an increasing progressive function of human birth and population growth.26

Islam's approach to population growth can be understood from Holy Quran. It has been revealed that:27 "Kill not your children on a plea of want; we provide sustenance for you and for them". In another place says:28 "Kill not your children for fear of want: we shall provide sustenance for them as well as for you; verily the killing of them is a great sin". In Surah of Mointahannah, in the subject of Bayat (initiation) with women it is commanded to the Prophet (PBUH) that do Bayat (pledge allegiance) with the women whom promise not to kill their children:29 "O Prophet! When believing women come to thee to take the oath of fealty to thee, that they will not associate in worship any other thing whatever with Allah, that they will not steal, that they will not commit adultery (or fornication), that they will not kill their children, that they will not steal, that they will not utter slander, intentionally forging falsehood, and that they will not disobey thee in any just matter, then do thou receive their fealty, and pray to Allah for the forgiveness (of their sins): for Allah is oft-forgiving, most merciful". The Prophet states:30 "Marry and multiply your descendants and proliferate that I'm proud of you on the Day of Resurrection even to defunct fetus".

Instead of controlling population growth, Islam orders to bread the population. Says:31 "Do not marry unbelieving women (idolaters), until they believe: a slave woman who believes is better than an unbeliever, even though he allures you; nor marry (your girls) to unbelieving women (idolaters), until they believe: a slave woman who believes is better than an unbeliever, even though she allures you; nor marry (your girls) to unbelievers and proliferate that I'm proud of you on the Day of Resurrection even to defunct fetus". The above discussions are regardless of the debates of economies of scale and economic externalities of science production. Economies of scale points to the fact that when production capacity increases productivity will increase more. Externality implies that producers benefits from the other producers production increases. If we add these two factors to the subject of production of science, we will find that the very issue of production of science is not just a linear proportional function of human birth; and is exponential. Economically, production function of science is a homogenous function with the greater than one degree, or it has increasing return to scale. This means that if we increase the factors of science production with a fixed ratio, the amount of produced science will be more than the cited ratio. Therefore, it must be said that, scientific promotion of human community is an increasing progressive function of human birth and population growth.26

For detailed discussion about this approach see:
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are their creature, certainly, are very weak intellectually. Therefore, regarding the effects of genetic transmissions from parents to children, actually, the chromosomes that contain stupidity are transmitted to children, and thus the stupid generation are reproduced. So the God Almighty forbade to marry them, and permitted the marriage if they change their mind, that is if they faith then you can marry them. On the other words, whenever their predispositions progressed and matured.

Primarily incestuous marriage is not also permitted because of close genetic and similarity of chromosomes and genetic structure and DNA of family members, to reduce the defects in creation in offspring birth. As it has been proven in genetics science that incestuous marriage increases the probability of defects in the fetus to the double and increases the birth of defective children. Thus, according to the following verse, the God Almighty banned those individuals who have strong genetic proximity to marry with: 32 “Prohibited to you (for marriage) are: your mothers, daughters, sisters; father’s sisters, mother’s sisters; brother’s daughters, sister’s daughters; foster-mothers (who gave you suck), foster-sisters; your wives’ mothers; your step-daughters under your guardianship, born of your wives to whom ye have gone in, no prohibition if ye have not gone in; (those who have been) wives of your sons proceeding from your loins; and two sisters in wedlock at one and the same time, except for what is past; for Allah is oft-forgiving, most merciful”.

Some references have also been done in the cited verse that prohibit marriage with two sisters at the same time that concern family psychological health issues. Discovery of pheromones showed that many finest materials are evaporated from animals' (including human beings) bodies that regulate endocrines' hormones of the opposite sex, and clarified many subtleties about love between man and woman. Pheromones of men affects women, and pheromones of women affects men and their friendship and relations. However, marrying to two sisters at the same time has not been investigated medically yet, but pheromones interactions can be hypothesized to explore the theosophy of prohibition of this type of marriage.

The similar case is the prohibition of marrying father's wife. It seems that prohibition of this type of marriage is due to the interactive effects of the intercourses of two men with similar genetics (father and son) with a woman, and in the above subject of marrying two sisters, intercourses of two similar genetics women (two sisters) with a man that can be considered as new physiological research topic. In relation to the former Quran states: 33 "And marry not women whom your fathers married, except what is past: it was shameful and odious, an abominable custom indeed".

Elsewhere, marrying adulterers is prohibited. Quran says: "Also (prohibited are) married women, except those whom your right hands possess: thus hath Allah ordained (prohibitions) against you: except for these, all others are lawful, provided ye seek (them in marriage) with gifts from your property, desiring chastity, not lust, seeing that ye derive benefit from them, give them their dowers (at least) as prescribed; but if, after a dower is prescribed, agree mutually (to vary it), there is no blame on you, and Allah is all-knowing, all-wise. If any of you have not the means wherewith to wed free believing women, they may wed believing girls from among those whom your right hands possess: thus hath Allah ordained (prohibitions)

Similarly, taking mistress and sweetheart are prohibited. Quran says: 34 “This day are (all)
things good and pure made lawful unto you. The food of the people of the book is lawful unto you and yours is lawful unto them; (lawful unto you in marriage) are (not only) chaste women who are believers, but chaste women among the people of the book, revealed before your time, when ye give them their due dowers, and desire chastity, not lewdness, nor secret intrigues if any one rejects faith, fruitless is his work, and in the hereafter he will be in the ranks of those who have lost (all spiritual good)."

One of the reasons for prohibition of adultery is transference of the disposition of parents to the child. It has been experienced that the spiritual states of parents during intercourse are more or less transferred to the child. Unlawful acts, such as adultery bring more pleasure and excitement for the self than cohabitation (marriage). Because greed is more on prohibited one, and the doer more excites and better quenches. If a child were created in adultery or fornication, since the parents are acting self than cohabitation (marriage). Because greed is more on prohibited one, and the doer more excites transferred to the child. Unlawful acts, such as adultery bring more pleasure and excitement for the child. It has been experienced that the spiritual states of parents during intercourse are more or less who have lost (all spiritual good).
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